
Monitoring & much 
more

LM1’s integrated, intelligent workflow streamlines lending 
operations to win in today’s market and beyond.

Transform your lending capabilities
Lending is more complex and more competitive than ever. It is critical to 
quickly and accurately deliver a superior customer experience. LM1 is the 
loan management workflow system that helps you shorten the app-to-
close cycle by eliminating redundant entry & information silos. 
Offering a single consolidated place for loan officers, processors, 
underwriters, closers, post-closers, and customers to work in 
real time and without overlap. LM1 Loan Management engages the 
customer, saves time, reduces errors, and improves compliance.

v Comprehensive

v Collaborative

v Configurable

v Compliant

www.lm1.tech

Transform your lending capabilities 
www.lm1.tech



• Loan Data Management
• Collateral Management
• Collateral Valuation
• Credit Reporting
• Supporting Documents
• Underwriting
• Workflow notification and

escalation
• Complete audit of actions

and data
• Fee calculation
• Escrows
• Team Collaboration
• Reporting

LM1 is the ultimate digital loan management  system for optimizing the app-
to-close cycle by fluidly harmonizing the work of loan officers, underwriters, 
and post-closers. Redundant work is eliminated and efficiencies realized.

"I have searched for a true commercial 
loan workflow tool for decades!”

– SVP Loan Operations

"Before LM1, our Loan professionals were 
spending 3x as much time working the 

process as they did with customers” 
– Chief Risk Officer

The LM1 solution for banks is designed 
to meet all key banking standards and 
to adapt to the specific requirements 
of your loan business.

Providing a single, unified electronic workspace, your teams can seamlessly 
collaborate with task-flow and chat functions,gaining instant access to 
information and services via integration with core banking systems and 
third party information sources.
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